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ABSTRACT
Step-by-step instructions for locating material in

the Educational Resources Information renter (ERIC) database are
provided. Following an introdUctlem, information is presented in
three main sections--manual searching, computer searching, and using
search results. Subdivisions under manual searching describe who can
or should do a manual search of ERIC, how to locate ERIC microfiche

4 collections, procedures for conducting a manual search--including how
to use and understand notations-in the ERIC Thesaurus and' ERIC
monthly indexes--and searching for a specific document in ERIC. The
second sectio'n"Compute'r_Searchps," contains subsections on when to
do a computer search, types of information that will be retrieved
from such a search, cost, tips for getting good results, and computer
search turnaround time. The final section, "Usi,ng the Results of ERIC
Searches," describes how copies of ERIC documents and journal
articles can be obtained. A six-entry resource section cites
-additional ERIC publications on the ERIC system. (LP)
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Finding What You. Need in ERIC
Many educators realize that resources in the ERIC data base can meet a variety of research

needs. The ERIp collection of more than 400,000 docurpents related.to education contains a
wealth of information, that is unavailable or hard to obtairl elsewhere -2-,speeches, conference
papers, state and local curriculum guides, project reports, research repOrts and reviews, and
unpublished articles and dissertatidns. It's probably safe to say that anyone-with an educational
research problem from a student with 'a term paper assignment to a teacher looking for specific
kinds of classroom activities to a doctoral candidate preparinga dissertation -2twould find ERIC
a useful source of information. This fact sheet contains general information and specific tips for
finding what yolli 'need in the ERIC data base.

The first step in retrieving relevant documents from ERIC\is to decide on a search strategy.
There are two ways of Searching ERIC: manually and by computer Both methods provide access
to, the same basic information. Which method is better for any given situation depends on a
number of factors: the nature of the research topic, the number and variety of doCuments.needed,
and theiocation and accessibility of an ERIC Collection. Theradvantages and lirriltationlyof each
type of search, and the procedures involved are described below.

Manual Searches
Who can or should do 'a manuaVibrchrof ERIC? You can

search ERIC manually if you have access to either a complete
ERIC collection or the tWo cumulative ERIC indexes,
Resources in Education-(RIE) and Current Index to Journals
in Education (CIJE).. A complete collection contains, in
addition to the indexes and other research aids, microfiche
copies of the majority of the documents indexed in RIE. Thus,
you can examine documents immediately by- using a
microfiche reader and even copy relevant pages, if a
readerAprinter is available. If you have access only to the

- indexes! you will not be able to immediately examine copies of
the documents. However, the indexes contain abstracts of
ERIC documents -in addition to informatkin about how to
order microfiche or paper copies.

You might, consider a filen ual search of ERIC if you are still
in the process of selecting a specific topic or narrowing your-
topic focus. By scanning the subject-area indexes in RIE and
CIJE, you can get an approximate idea-of 'the number and.
kinds of ERIC resources related to your topic. Having a
'general idea of what documents lire available will. help you
devise an effective Search strategy if you later decide to order%
a computer search.

A manual search is the quickest and easiest way of locating
resources if you need only a few documents on an extremely
specific topic. In some Cases, a manual examination of the
indexes may reveal that no documents on a particular topic
have been entered into ERIC.

Where aro ERIC collections located? There are approxi-
mately 750 complete ERIC collections in the United States and
abroad. Most of these are housed in university libraries; others
are located in ERIC clearinghouses, general libraries, and
government agencies. To locate the nearest collection, check
with a major library in your area or request a complete list from
ERIC/ChESS (855 Broadway,. Boulder, CO 80302) or the ERIC
Processing and Reference Facility (4833 Rugby Ave., Suite
303, Bethesda, MD 20014). A list of libraries and resource
centers that 41.1bsribe to rif,E and CIJE, the ERIC indexes, can
be obtained from the Su4cription Agent, Superintendent of
Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office (Washington,
QC 20402).
What are the procedures for conducting a manual search of

ERIC? begin. by asking a staff member of the library you are

using for a copy of the Thesaurus of ERIC DescrtptorstNyhich
explains hOw documents'are/classified and entered iiVO the
data base. Carefully readthe "Hints for Thesaurus Use" on the
inside front cover, and read the general guidelines to indeVng
and retrieval on pages xii through xx in the introductiOn

Next, look up the major concept of your topic in the
"Alphabetical Descriptot Display" of the Thesaurus to find out
if- ERIC uses the same scope-note (SN) term to Indek
documents on the topic. For example, .documents - about,
global education are indexed In ERIC under the term "global

k.

approach.v If ERIC does not use the same term, scan the
Thesaurus for similar or related terms. The) hierarchical
display" of ,'used for (UF), "broader terms" (BT), "narrower
terms' (NT), and "related terms" (RT) should help you zero In
on the 'indexing terms used by ERIC which ,best fit your
concept.

After you have identified an indexing term, look it up in the
subject index of CIJE-(if you want to locate journal articles) or
RIE (if ydu want other 016' of docifrnents). Under that term,
you will find a list of document titles and kRIC acquisitiqn
numbers (six- -digit numbers peoceded by "Er for journal
articles and "ED" for other documents). Record the numbers
of titles that interest you.

Abstracts and descriptions of documents are arranged by
ERIC acquisition number in the "Document Resume" section
of RIE Or the "Main Entry? 'section of CIJE. Numbers are
assigned chronologically; thus, the most recently enNed
doduments will have the highest numbers. For each' ERIC
document, you will find informlition in this section about title,
author(t) or, editor(s), demeloper(s), publisher(s), publication
date and place, nurftber of pages, and availability in addition to
an abstract of the contents of the document, In addition, a list
of "descriptors" pro;iides further information about the focus
of ari'd topics treated in the document. The document resumes
in RIEtalso contain information about the type of publication

whether it is a speech, research report, curriculum guide,
etc. If you have trouble interpreting information in a document
description, check the sample resume in the front of the index.

What Is the best way of finding AO whether a particular
resoUrce is In ERIC? Documents are also indexed by atithor
4and by institution (for ED docUments) or periodical (for
journal 'articles). If you know lh'e approximate date of
publication, start with those volyrnes of the indexes which



cover that approximate time period. However. keep in mind
that for various reasons some documents are entered into
ERIC either prioi to-or substantially after publication.

It you know only the title of adOcutnent-or perhaps or4 per t
of the title. the only feasible way o4 quickly finding out whether
a is in ERIC is to request a computer search Although you
mignt be able to locate It by checking various subject index
headings.athat process might be extremely time consuming

computer Searches
When is It best to search ERIC by computer? If you do not

have physical access to an ERIC collection, a computer
seerch maybe your only option. A computer search can be
ordered by mail or telephone from more than 450 libraries and
other organizations locatedghroughout the United States. A
directory df organizations thalprovide computer searches of
ERIC can -be obtained from the ERIC Processing and
Reterence,Facility (see address on first page),

A computer search can save you a lot of time. especially if
your topiC is broad orif you-need a great many resources. It is
the best way to identity all the available documbnts on a topic,
and it is the Only feasible way to determine whether specific
documents have been entered into ERIC. .

A computer search Is the method of choice if your' search
topic is complex or consists of several major concepts. For
example. it you are looking for resource materials (concept 1f.
for teaching U.S. history (concebt 2) through 'hum9r (concept
3) to 11th-graders (concept 4). a computer search can identify
documents that specifically fit that description. In addition to
retrieving documents by identifying terms, types. and other
categories not available tc manual searchers, computer
search can locate documents by means of key words in the
descriptive annotations.

What do you get from a computer search? The Criformation
yielded by a computer search varies according to the nature of
the search request and the policies of the or.ganization from
which you request it. In most cases, you would receive a
computer printout listing the journal articles: and/or ED
documents' identified by the search. Some organizations
provide only list of titles in a basic search: other provide all
the information in the ERIC indexed.. A computer search will
not yield actual documents: however, it does provide
information' about how to obtain them. As a special service.
the search specialist may be able to order...an on-line copy of
an actual document, although this procedure Is relatiVely

'expensive. ..
Hbw much does a search cost? The cost of a sea ratiis set by

the organization that provides the service. Some organiza-
tions have established a fixed price: others charge according
to the number of items yielded. An ERIC/ChESS search,
eihich yields full index information as opposed to simply titles,
cbsts $25.00 for up to 50 citations. If more than 50 citations are
reqUested.,there is a Charge of $0.10 for each additional listing.
Duplicate printouts of searches already run are available from
ERIC, ChESS for $10.00 each. 4

If you are affiliatecith an orgtinization that provides ERIC
search services, you may be entitled to a special *ate or
discount. University libraries, whose services are usually
subsidized. may offer very low-cost searches to students and
instructors. Employees df some school or schodl districts
may be eligible for special prices throut various kinds of
cooperative arrangements-..

What are some tips for getting good results from a computer
search? The usefulness of a computer search will depend on
the skills ardlcnowledge of both the search specialist arfd the
poison requesting the search. Although it might seem4bat the
expertise of the search specialist is a factor beyond your
Control, you can improve your chances for getting good
results oy requesting your searcn from an organiz tion that
has t professional interest in your specific topic. For xample.

ch specialists at ERIC Clearinghouses are li ely to be
higeiy 'skilled at oondueting searches related to Objects or
disciplines that fall witnin their scope assignments. if only

f

because of their familiarity with ERIC resources in thole
areas. 4

You can Delp tne search'specialist help you oy structuring
your request according to the following guRifilinoS

Describe your topic in detail
--Indicate grade level(s if pertinent
'Describe.the type(s) of materials you want for example,

conference papers. speeches. teaching guides, journal
articles. research reports.

-- Define any. words or terms that have a special meaning to
you or in the context of your topic.

Explain how you will use the information provided by the
search.

How long does a computer search take? The turnaround
time between requesting a computer search of ERIC and
receiving a printout of the results can vary from one day to
about three weeks. depending on the organization providing
the service. If you request a searchin person, you can usually
be present while the search is run, and the Citations can be
printed out on-line immediately. Most searcheaare ordered by
mail or telephone, and the orgarezation crowding the sap/ice
will prder Off-line printouts which are then mailed to the
[Arsons requesting them. The latter method, which is
Cheaper requires at least several days. The ma5umum
turnaround time at ERIC/ChESS is ten days.

Using the Results of ERIC Searches'
How can copies of documents be obtained? The procedures

for obtaining access to actual copies of ERIC documents vary.
depending on whether they are journal articles (E.1 numbers..
indexed in'CL)E) or other documents (ED nurbbers. indexed in
RIE). Both indexes contain detailed descriptions of these
procedures.

Most ED documents are available for viewing in microfiche
(ME) at libraries that subscribe to the ERIC collection_ These
are stored in filing cases by acquisition number: ask a library
staff membe'r to help you find and/or retrieve any fiche you
wish to examine via a microfiche reader. Microfiche copies of
such documents can a,lo be'ordered by mail from the ERIC
Document Reproduction Service (EDRS). Paper copies (PC)
of some ED documents may also be purchased from EDRS.
Information about the availability of very ED document is
included at the beginning of the abstract, along with a code
indicating the prices for bolt microfiche and paper copy If a
document is not available fr m EDRS. the source and price if
known, are provided.

Journal articles are not avallabre in microfiche frbm ERIC
because they can usually be obtained from other sources If
your local library does n.of have the relevant back issue of a
journal, you can order photocdpies of most EJ documents
from University Microfilms International Ordering informa-

, non and the addressbs of publishers of periodicals are
provided in CUE.

ERIC Resources on Using ERIC
Ely. Donald P. A Guide to Audiovisual Resourkes About ERIC.

Syracuse: ERIC Clearinghouse on Information-Re-
sources, 1979. ED 179 248.

Harrison, Charles H. Information for Education Writers From
' ERIC. Princeton: ERIC Clearinghouse on Tests.

414 Measurement. and Evaluation, 1977. ED 166 263.
How to Use ERIC. Washington, D C . National Institute c.),f

EducatiOn 1980:
Laubaucher. Marilyn Rf. comp. 4 Glossary of ERIC Ternunoi-

Ogy, Syracuse' ERIC Clearinghouse on 'Information
Resources 1978. ED 168 506

Simmons, Robert M. A Liorary User's Guide to ERIC.
Syracuse. ERIC Clearmahouse on Infoitriation Re-
sources. 1980 ED 192 781,

.Slawsky, D'or'othy. and Ted Brandhorst. c1s. A Sibhography of
Publications About the Educational esources Informa-
tion Center. Bethesda. Md.: ER I Processiki and
RderenCe FaCihty, 1978. ED 169 955 to 1979431
supplement will be published in the fall of 1981,)
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